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Scoot Guard (or non-slip matting) is a great way to make 
sure items stay put! It is easy to clean - with warm soapy 
water - & easy to cut to a size you require. Perfect for 
lining drawers, cupboards, tool boxes & it can even be 
used as placemats or coasters. Each roll measures 30W x 
366L (cm). Scoot Guard is available in three colours.

The “Life is Better at the Campsite” range is white with a 
multi-color RV and truck design. The durable dinnerware 
is great for boats, RVs, and camping. The “Life is Better 
at the Campsite” range is easy to clean and is top 
rack dishwasher safe, and BPA free. Do not use in the 
microwave.

> Multi-color RV and truck design
> Melamine construction makes the pieces virtually 

unbreakable
> Top rack dishwasher safe and BPA free
> Perfect for boats, camping and RVs

400-00300 
CAMCO MELAMINE BOWL - RV PATTERN 

400-00070 
1’ X 12’ WHITE SCOOT GUARD 
(Sold Per Roll Only)

400-00072 
1’ X 12’ SAND SCOOT GUARD 
(Sold Per Roll Only)

400-00302 
CAMCO MELAMINE SALAD PLATE 
- RV PATTERN

400-00304 
CAMCO MELAMINE DINNER PLATE 
- RV PATTERN

400-00074 
1’ X 12’ GREY SCOOT GUARD 
(Sold Per Roll Only)

SCOOT GUARD CAMCO MELAMINE RANGE
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The “Life is Better at the Campsite” range white with a 
blue tree and truck design. The durable dinnerware is 
great for boats, RVs, and camping. The “Life is Better 
at the Campsite” range is easy to clean and is top 
rack dishwasher safe, and BPA free. Do not use in the 
microwave.

> Blue tree and truck design
> Melamine construction makes the pieces virtually 

unbreakable
> Top rack dishwasher safe and BPA free
> Perfect for boats, camping and RVs

400-00306 
CAMCO MELAMINE BOWL  
- TRAILER/TREE PATTERN 

400-00308 
CAMCO MELAMINE SALAD PLATE 
- TRAILER/TREE PATTERN 

400-00304 
CAMCO MELAMINE DINNER PLATE 
- TRAILER/TREE PATTERN 

400-00260 
COAST MELAMINE MIXING BOWL SET 
Cooking whilst on the road has been made a little 
easier with this mixing bowl set. Each set is made of 
100% melamine, making it a durable choice for any RV’s 
kitchen. Each set consists of 3 bowls (small, medium 
and large) and have a rubber ring on the bottom of the 
bowl so that it doesn’t move around whilst mixing. It also 
features a pouring spout and handle. Available in red and 
is dishwasher safe (top rack).
Small: 204mm Di x 133mm H
Medium: 223mm Di x 130mm H
Large: 242mm Di x 138mm H

400-90000N
BOATIES FRYPAN 
Designed for use in RVs where stove and cooking space is 
limited, the Boaties Frypan has a rectangular shape and 
is made of heavy gauge aluminium. This, combined with a 
double layer of non-stick coating, creates a quality frypan 
with excellent heat transfer and 
even cooking temperatures. 
The handle is compact and 
has an ovenproof (max oven 
temperature: 220°C) silicone 
grip—remember to take care 
as the grip will get very hot!  
The front edge  is conveniently 
sloped whilst the rounded 
corners make pouring liquid 
contents easy. Suitable to use on 
gas, electric and induction hobs.
Dimensions: 25L x 20W x 4.5H (cm)

400-90010N
BOATIES BAKING PAN 
The Boaties Baking pan has all the same structural 
features as the Boaties Frypan (above) except that it 
is slightly larger and has a detachable silicone grip 
handle.  With the 
Boaties Baking pan, 
you’re able to roast 
and bake. Meals can 
be prepared on the 
stove top and then 
transferred to the 
oven for cooking.
Dimensions:  
21L x 31W x 6D (cm)
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400-00495
FIAMMA EASY DRY 
Suitable for use with any Fiamma Carry Bike, the Easy Dry 
is quickly installed onto the rail support base, without the 
need to drill anything. It can also be used on other bike 
carriers, provided their tube diameter is 35mm. The Easy 
Dry is a great option to dry towels or swimmers as they 
come with plasticized ropes and the width is adjustable 
for slightly larger items. It is made from anodized 
aluminium with a 22mm diameter, making it sturdy but 
lightweight. Has eight lines.
Length (cm): Adjustable from 100 – 120
Closed Width (cm): 37 
Open Width (cm): 60
Weight (kg): 1.2

400-90020N
BOATIES FRYPAN LID 
The Boaties Frypan Lid is made from stainless steel and 
is suitable for use on the Boaties Frypan only. It stops 
splatter and enables the Frypan to be used as a stovetop 
casserole dish.  It also features a handy steam vent.

400-00530
RV & MARINE MINI DISH DRAINER 
Fits RV sinks & is sized just right for limited counter 
space. Its sloped drainer tray keeps counters dry. When 
your dishes are dry, simply snap the drain tray back 
onto the top of the rack for handy storage. Made from a 
durable, heavy duty plastic it even has space for utensils.
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400-00546
CAMCO STACK-A-PLATE
The Stack-A-Plate keeps your plates tidy and safe during 
travel. It features a non-slip backing thus eliminating 
movement whilst stowed in your RVs cupboard. Made 
from plastic, the Stack-A-Plate is available in bright white 
and is even safe for the top rack of your dishwasher. 
Comes as a two-piece set - the larger of which fits plates 
up to 26cm in diameter and the smaller one fits plates up 
to 18.4cm in diameter.

400-05500 
FROLI VERTICAL PLATE HOLDER  
WITH PLUG-IN SYSTEM
Fits up to six plates and saucers with a diameter of 140 
- 200 mm. Ensures safe storage of your dishes and can 
be used in combination with the cup and glass holder 
through the plug-in system.
Width: 140mm
Depth: 185mm
Height: 110mm

400-05502 
FROLI CUP HOLDER  
WITH PLUG-IN SYSTEM
Fits two cups or containers with a diameter of 82 – 95 
mm. Provides safe storage and works in combination with 
the Vertical Plate Holder through the plug-in system.
Width: 204mm
Depth: 145mm
Height: 180mm
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400-05504 
FROLI GLASS HOLDER 2-PIECE SET  
WITH PLUG-IN SYSTEM
Fits two glasses or containers with a diameter of 50 – 70 
mm. Provides safe storage and can be combined with the 
vertical plate holder through use of the plug-in system.

400-05550 
FROLI HORIZONTAL PLATE HOLDER
Horizontal plate holder for up to six plates with a 
diameter of 200 – 300 mm. Plates are held in place by 
rubber mats which provide safe storage. 
Width: 120mm
Depth: 290mm
Height: 227mm

400-00642 
POP-A-BAG HOLDER
Stores grocery bags efficiently. The plastic bag holder/ 
dispenser mounts easily onto walls or inside cabinets 
with screws or double-sided tape. Comes in white & holds 
up to 25 grocery bags.

400-00650 
ADJUSTABLE BROOM WITH CLIP ON 
DUST PAN
Full size broom telescopes down to store compactly. Soft-
bristled head adjusts to different angles for maximum 
cleaning power. The handle length is adjustable from 61 
- 132(cm) & the dustpan clips onto the broom handle for 
storage.

400-00654 
RV FOLDING IRONING BOARD
A wooden tabletop ironing board with fabric cover that is 
small & easy to use. It features a sturdy chrome-wire iron 
rest & measures 81L x 30W (cm) when set up for use.

400-00656 
RV WALL MOUNT TRASH CAN
A compact trash can that can be mounted onto a wall or 
inside a cabinet. Features a handy swing-top lid & comes 
with screws for mounting.
Dimensions: 13W x 28H (cm)
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400-00690
FRIDGE BRACE
Keep food from sliding as you travel. The Fridge Brace
helps to keep cartons upright to reduce the risk of messy
spills. Comes in a pack of 2.
Weight: 145g
Dimensions: 73D x 130W x 135H (mm)

400-00692
DOUBLE FRIDGE BAR
Keep order in your RV’s fridge whilst
travelling. These spring-loaded bars
keep items in place and extend from
406 – 711 (mm).
Weight: 295g
Dimensions: 19D x 102W x 476H (mm)

400-00694
REFRIGERATOR BARS
These are x3 single bars that act in the same manner as 
the Double Fridge Bar (above).
Weight: 349g
Dimensions: 17D x 92W x 594H (mm)

CAMCO FRIDGE ACCESSORIES 400-00686
CAMCO FRIDGE AIRATOR WITH ON/OFF
SWITCH
Camco RV Fridge Airator helps to cool the RV fridge
evenly and keeps your food fresher. The Fridge Airator
features a high-volume air circulator that absorbs odours
with replaceable activated charcoal pack. Battery operated.
Version with on/off switch available for easy use.

> Absorbs odors with activated charcoal
> Keeps food fresher by cooling your fridge evenly
> On/off switch saves battery life
> Perfect for any small sized refrigerator
> Replaceable charcoal pack included
> Runs on two size D batteries (not included)

400-00688
CAMCO FRIDGE AIRATOR CHARCOAL
PACKS
Fridge Airator Replacement Charcoal Packs. Replace the
charcoal pack monthly to stop odours and keep your
Camco Fridge Airaton working efficently.

400-00696
CAMCO MINI ICE CUBE TRAY PACK OF 2
Small trays fit perfectly into RV or marine freezers.
Provides small size cubes for quick freezing.
Length: 22.86cm
Width: 10.16cm
Height: 2.54cm
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Flat Out Storage Reels were made for the harsh 
Australian environment. They are the ideal storage 
solution for electrical leads or any of the Flat Out Hoses. 
Made from a grey, impact resistant plastic, they feature a 
turning handle (to assist with winding up) & a grip handle 
for comfortable carrying. Great for domestic, travelling & 
even the construction industry, they come with a Flat Out 
limited 3 year guarantee.

400-00700 
FLAT OUT MULTI-REEL
Can hold one of the following:
> 40m of heavy duty power lead
> 18m of flat drink water hose
> 9m of flat sullage hose
> 375 x 80 (mm)

400-00710 
FLAT-OUT BARE COMPACT-REEL 
Can hold one of the following:
> 20m of heavy duty power lead
> 12m of flat drink water hose
> 7m of flat sullage hose
> 300 x 65 (mm)

FLAT OUT STORAGE REELS

The Cordpro stores your hoses and cords in one brightly 
coloured reel. Great for the home, boat or caravan it 
features a patented divider that permanently divides your 
cord/hose into two chambers. This eliminates tangles and 
keeps your cord/hose neat and easily accessible. Made 
from UV resistant plastic, the Cordpro is available in two 
sizes.

400-00720 
CORDPRO SMALL
Can hold one of the following:
> 30m of 10A power lead
> 25m of 15A power lead
> 20m of 15A industrial power lead

400-00730 
CORDPRO LARGE
Can hold one of the following:
> 25m of 15mm diameter air hose
> 20m of 17mm diameter drink hose
> 40m of 15A power lead
> 30m of 20A power lead

400-00800 
FIAMMA OMNI STOP
An innovative yet simple accessory, ideal for keeping 
plates & items in place as you travel. Easy to lock 
& unlock, the securing bar is made from anodized 
aluminium & is 25cm high. The support handle is made 
from a sturdy plastic & is 20cm long.

CORDPRO REELS
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400-00900 
FIAMMA MOSQUITO NET FOR 
MOTORHOMES & CARAVANS
The mosquito net consists of two overlapping panels, 
each being 230 x 35 (cm). The bottom of each panel is 
reinforced & stays taught. It is easily installed by sliding 
into the wall track provided.

400-00950 
FIAMMA PACK WASTE FOLDING DUSTBIN
An easy to use and install, this Folding Dustbin has a 
35L capacity. Taking your rubbish with you has now 
been made stylish. The lid and base are made from grey 
plastic, whilst the container itself is made from a  
strong resin polyester that is not only waterproof but 
also UV-resistant. Each Folding Dustbin comes with 2 
hooks (these can be dismantled) and 2 fix organisers.

400-00850 
FIAMMA SOAP DISPENSER
A 200ml refillable liquid dispenser ideal for soap or 
shampoo. The container is transparent which helps to 
identify when you’re running low. Its heavy duty push 
style pump ensures no mess with every use.  
Dimensions: 150H x 8D x 55W (mm)

400-01100 
POLE CARRIER (200CM X 15CM)
Comes with a pair of mounting brackets - great storage 
place for fishing rods, annexe poles or even cable for the 
humble tradie.

400-01102 
POLE CARRIER (200CM X 10CM)
Comes with a pair of mounting brackets.

400-01110 
SINGLE BRACKET (150MM)
For pole carrier - sold separately.

400-01120 
POLE CARRIER END CAP
To suit 400-01100

400-01130 
POLE CARRIER END PIN ASSEMBLY
To suit 400-01100 (15cm diameter)

POLE CARRIERS & ACCESSORIES
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If you’re tired of wrapping cable or hose around your 
elbow to tidy up an area and then worry about where 
to store it, then the Coast range of Carriers is what 
you need. Made from a durable mesh and a vinyl front, 
each bag comes with a convenient handle to either 
hang somewhere for storage or for easy transportation. 
Available in 3 sizes.

Designed for quick and easy setup as well as simple, 
space saving storage these tables are ideal for the 
Australian RV market.
 
Available in 3 sizes from 4-6’ in length these tables are 
lightweight and sturdy and feature folding steel legs, 
lockable center folds and convenient carrying handles.

400-01132 
POLE CARRIER END PIN ASSEMBLY
To suit 400-01102 (10cm diameter)

400-01140 
SINGLE BRACKET (100MM)
To suit pole carrier (suits part number 400-01102)  
- sold separately.

400-01140 
SINGLE BRACKET (100MM)
To suit pole carrier (suits part number 400-01102)  
- sold separately.

400-01510 
ELECTRIC CABLE CARRIER 
Holds up to 20m of cable
Dimensions: 270mm Diameter

400-01902
4’ BI-FOLDING TABLE WITH TELESCOPIC 
LEGS AND ONE TOUCH LOCK
Dimensions (cm): L120 x W60 x H(52.5-74)cm x T4cm
G.W (kgs): 8.3
N.W (kgs): 7.8
Load Rating: 75kg evenly dispersed
Material HDPE Table Top: 3.6kgs
Leg Width: 25mm
Extended Leg Width: 18.5mm
Colour: Off White
Carton Meas.: L63 x W62 x H9cm

COAST CARRIERS

BI-FOLDING TABLES 

400-01520 
DRINK WATER HOSE CARRIER 
Holds up to 20m of drink hose
Dimensions: 345mm Diameter

400-01530  
GREY WATER HOSE CARRIER 
Holds up to 10m of grey water hose (with 27mm diameter)
Dimensions: 440mm Diameter
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400-01904
5’ BI-FOLDING TABLE WITH ONE TOUCH 
LOCK
Dimensions (cm): L152 x W70 x H74cm
G.W (kgs): 11
N.W (kgs): 11.5
Load Rating: 100kg evenly dispersed
Material HDPE Table Top: 5kgs
Leg Width: 25mm
Colour: Off White
Carton Meas.: L93.5 x W71 x H9cm

400-01906
6’ BI-FOLDING TABLE WITH BOLT LOCK
Dimensions (cm): L180 x W75 x H74cm
G.W (kgs): 13
N.W (kgs): 12.5
Load Rating: 100kg evenly dispersed
Material HDPE Table Top: 6.2kgs
Leg Width: 25mm
Colour: Off White
Carton Meas.: L93.5 x W76.5 x H9cm

400-02210  
1KG ABE FIRE EXTINGUISHER 
Australian standard approved, this fire  
extinguisher is rechargeable & lightweight.  
It has a mounting bracket for convenient 
storage & is suitable for use in vehicles, 
boats, RV’s, residential, garages, 
workshops & the like. 
Fire rating: 1A1ØBE  
Range of discharge: 3-4m

400-02220 
FIRE BLANKET
Suitable for cooking & clothing fires 
the blanket measures 1 x 1m

400-02250  
FIRE EXTINGUISHER 
HOLDER MAPLE
Made from a 3mm ABS plastic this 
holder is a suitable housing for the 1kg 
Fire Extinguisher (part number:  
400-02210). The cavity measures 135W 
x 345H x 95D (mm).

400-02252  
FIRE EXTINGUISHER 
HOLDER WHITE
The white version of the extinguisher 
holder above.
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400-02260  
MINI FIRST AID KIT
Contains all the essentials: a first aid leaflet, a pair of 
latex gloves, a towel dressing, antiseptic wipes, non 
adherent dressing, a crepe bandage, gauze swabs & 
splinter forceps.

400-02364 
FIAMMA TABLE LEG RECESSED BASE

400-02310  
WINEGLASS TABLE LEG 
COMPLETE WITH BASE & 
TOP
Popular table leg which stands 70cm 
tall. Comes in 4 parts - top plate, tube, 
bottom plate & anchor (which is bolted 
to the floor for extra stability). Powder 
coated in a neutral beige paint.

400-02362  
FIAMMA TABLE LEG TRIPOD PRO
A newly reinforced and more stable tripod promoting 
carrying the table outside. Made from UV resistant 
plastic, it comes standard delivered with an anti-closing 
device.

FIAMMA TABLE LEGS & PARTS

400-02366 
FIAMMA CONIC TOP MOUNT CONNECTION
Made of aluminium & supplied with self threading fixing 
screws.

400-02368 
FIAMMA RECESSED BASE PLUG
Covers the hole in the centre of the recessed base  
- part number 400-02364.

400-02370 
FIAMMA TABLE LEG TUBE PRO (70CM)
This new leg is made of anodized aluminium with a 70cm 
max extension. It comes with 2 plastic joint caps.
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400-02400  
SWING AWAY TABLE 
LEG
Comes complete with base & top. 
Has a sturdy construction with a 
chrome finish. Stands 73cm high.

400-02402  
EASY LIFT TABLE LEG
A height adjustable table leg with 
an adjustable collar for specific 
heights. Functioned by a single 
gas strut & requires 22kg to 
compress or increase height.  
Height Range: 48 - 85.5 (cm)

400-02403  
EAZY LIFT TABLE LEG 
WITH ROUND PLATE
All the same features as 400-
02402 (above) but now comes 
with a round base plate. 
Height Range: 48 - 85.5 (cm)

400-02409  
WING NUT HANDLE FOR SWING
AWAY TABLE LEG

TABLE LEGS

400-02412  
V-TYPE TABLE LEG
Stands 705mm in height & has x4 predrilled screw holes.

400-02414  
TABLE SUPPORT LEG - 305 (MM)

400-02416  
TABLE SUPPORT LEG - 355 (MM)

400-02418  
TABLE SUPPORT LEG - 457 (MM)

400-02420  
PLASTIC HINGE 
To suit 400-02414, 400-02416 and 400-02418.

400-02422  
WINE GLASS EXTENSION IN GREY 
HAMMER-TONE (140MM) 
Suitable for use on an existing straight table leg, this 
extension converts a normal table top to a swivel table 
top. Simply remove the existing table top (and plate), and 
place the extension piece into the top of the existing table 
leg. Tighten the wingnut to secure the extension piece 
into place. Refit the table top (and plate) on the extension 
piece. Fits all table legs with a 45mm tube diameter.

400-02424  
WINE GLASS EXTENSION IN GREY 
HAMMER-TONE (215MM) 
Suitable for use on an existing straight table leg, this 
extension converts a normal table top to a swivel table 
top. Simply remove the existing table top (and plate) and 
place the extension piece into the top of the existing table 
leg. Tighten the wingnut to secure the extension piece 
into place. Refit the table top (and plate) on the extension 
piece. Fits all table legs with a 45mm tube diameter.
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The Nuova Mapa table leg is a fully adjustable telescopic table leg with turntable and slide system. This table 
can be easily adjusted into bed position if required. The bed position is factory set at 330mm and can be easily 
adjusted if another measurement is required.

400-02600
NUOVA MAPA TELESCOPIC AND 
ADJUSTABLE TABLE LEG (WITH 
TURNTABLE/SLIDING TABLETOP 
MECHANISM) 
Encompassing ease and versatility, this revolutionary 
table leg is made in Italy from galvanised steel. Its spring 
loaded leg, can be lowered by pressing on the foot pump 
at the base and pushing down on the table top. Raising 
the table top is just as simple – press the foot pump 
again. The table top mechanism, made from lightweight 
aluminium, facilitates movement in and out of the dining 
area. A lift lever allows the table top to swivel up to 180°, 
as well as in a N, S, E or W direction.

Specifications 
Diameter of leg base: 260mm
Max Weight Capacity (in bed position): 100Kg
Max Height (from floor to underside of table top): 710mm
Min Height (from floor to underside of table top): 330mm

400-02610
NUOVA MAPA SLIDING TABLE TOP 
MECHANISM 
Suitable for use on existing Wineglass table legs, the 
Sliding Mechanism retrofits in place of the standard 
(and immovable) table top mount. It therefore converts 
a Wineglass table from having a stationary table top, 
to having a table top that can slide in a N, S, E or W 
direction, by utilising the lock lever. If the table top needs 
to swivel, simply loosen its connection to the table leg 
and swivel the table top to its required position and 
retighten. Fits table legs from 43 – 50mm in diameter.

Specifications
Dimensions: 445W x 705L (mm)

NUOVA MAPA TABLE LEG AND SLIDE
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We all know storage space is at a premium whilst you’re travelling, so to taking the essentials (like tables and 
chairs) can sometimes be a pain. Why not install a picnic table on the outer wall of your RV? It’s one less thing you 
have to pack and you can never leave it behind! Quick and easy to install, the Coast Picnic Tables feature powder 
coated, stainless steel hinges and are rated to a huge 30kg*. The table itself is made from SMC (sheet moulding 
compound) which is the same material used by Audi and Porsche! Available in white, the Coast Picnic Tables are 
suitable for installation on fibreglass and aluminium cladded RVs (note that in the case of aluminium cladded vans, 
the Picnic Table with Backing Plate must be installed). Comes with 2 keys so that you can lock your table in a 
“closed” position when not in use.

*Whilst the Coast Picnic Tables are rated to hold 30kg, you should ensure that the structure you’re fitting it onto (i.e. aluminum cladding or 
fibreglass paneling) can hold that weight. Coast recommends that you: 1) Check with your RV’s manufacturer, prior to installation, how much 
weight the walls will hold. 2) Ensure you do not exceed the weight that your RV manufacturer has recommended.

400-02700
PICNIC TABLE (WITH BACKING PLATE) 
The backing plate creates a neat frame between the two 
fixed brackets on the picnic table. It Allows for extra 
mounting points should there not be any supporting 
studs behind the spot you’ve chosen to install it. 
Weight: 4.7Kg
Dimensions: 805L x 435H x 30D (mm)

400-02720
PICNIC TABLE (WITHOUT BACKING PLATE) 
Weight: 4.2Kg
Dimensions: 805L x 435H x 30D (mm)

COAST PICNIC TABLES
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400-02730
PICNIC TABLE WHITE C/W CHROME LOCK 
Dimensions: 800 x 450 (mm)

400-02732
PICNIC TABLE BACKING PLATE C/W 3M 
TAPE WHITE 
Dimensions: 800 x 450 (mm) to suit 400-02730

400-02740
PICNIC TABLE BLACK WITH CHROME LOCK 
Dimensions: 800 x 450 (mm)

400-02742
PICNIC TABLE BACKING PLATE 
WITH 3M TAPE BLACK 
Dimensions: 800 x 450 (mm) to suit 400-02740

400-02900  
TABLE HINGE KIT
Allows you to easily & quickly remove a table top. Kit 
includes: x1 metal rod (70cm), x2 plastic rod ends, x1 
plastic bracket, x1 plastic bracket locator & x2 plastic 
removable hinges. Suitable for bi-fold tables.

400-02994  
L PIECE FOR TABLE HINGE KIT

400-02995  
TUBE + CENTRAL PLASTIC CLAMP  
FOR TABLE HINGE

400-02997  
CENTRAL PLASTIC CLAMP (2 PART)  
FOR TABLE HINGE KIT

400-02998  
CENTRAL ATTACHMENT  
FOR TABLE HINGE KIT

400-02999  
PLASTIC END BRACKET  
FOR TABLE HINGE KIT

TABLE HINGE KITS
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Designed to suit most campers, Coast to Coast’s Adjustable Roof Racks can be resized to fit almost any installation 
requirement.

Now there is room to take your surfboards, canoe or kayak on your next adventure, even if you already have a roof 
mounted A/C or TV antenna!

Features
> Easy Multi-fit DIY Roof Rack Kit
> Can be shortened in both length and width to suit  

your requirements.
> Cross bars can be positioned to allow for roof top 

accessories.
> Each kit comes complete with the brackets for both roof 

and side mounting options.
> Stylish low profile design is available in Black or White.
> Lightweight and durable
> Made from tubular aluminum.
> Weight rated to 100kg*
> Complete with all required fitting and detailed 

installation instructions.

Specifications
Weight: 20kg
Maximum Load: 100kg*
Maximum Length: 3745mm
Maximum Width: 2300mm
Height: 140mm

* Please consult your camper manufacturer for roof  
 load limit

400-04600
COAST ADJUSTABLE ROOF RACK WHITE

400-04602
COAST ADJUSTABLE ROOF RACK BLACK

COAST ADJUSTABLE ROOF RACKS
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400-04610 
ALUMINIUM LUGGAGE BASKET WHITE

400-04612 
ALUMINIUM LUGGAGE BASKET BLACK

400-04614 
ALUMINIUM CROSS BAR PACK FOR ROOF 
RACK WHITE

400-04616 
ALUMINIUM CROSS BAR PACK FOR ROOF 
RACK BLACK

400-04650 
COAST ALU STAR BIKE RACK 
> For upright assembly
> Can be mounted to both Jayco and Coast Roof Rack 

Systems
> Fast and easy installation by means of plastic hand 

wheels.
> For 1 bike up to 133cm wheelbase and 80mm frame 

diameter
> Load capacity: 15kg
> Weight: 2.15 kg

LUGGAGE BASKET BIKE RACKS

ROOF RACK CROSS BAR KIT

Suitable for Jayco and Coast roof racks, this handy 
luggage basket greatly expands the amount and type 
of cargo you can safely transport on your next RV 
adventure. Made from lightweight and durable tubular 
aluminum the basket is supplied preassembled with all 
required fittings for an easy installation.

Specifications
Weight: 12kg
Maximum Length: 1500mm
Maximum Width: 1000mm
Height: 200mm

Coast to Coast’s new range of Bike Racks feature a 
compact and sturdy design, excellent quality, well 
thought-out usability and outstanding value.
Coast Bike Racks are supplied pre-assembled for easy DIY 
installation and are specially designed to suit both Jayco 
and Coast to Coast adjustable roof racks. 
Coast Bike Racks are an affordable and convenient 
solution to take your bikes with you on your next trip

An extra cross bar with all required fixtures to add extra 
support to existing Jayco Roof Racks. Kit contains 4 
brackets (1pair), 4 nuts and bolts and 1 cross bar. The bars 
are 2300mm long and can be cut to the correct length.

400-04652 
COAST SUPER BIKE RACK 
> For upright assembly
> Can be mounted to both Jayco and Coast Roof Rack 

Systems
> Plastic hand wheels for fast and easy installation
> Suitable for bikes frames up to a width of 80mm
> For almost all tyre widths, from racing bikes to 

mountain bikes
> Swivel catch on the lockable toggle screw
> Adjustable wheel holder trays with protective plastic 

end caps
> Load Capacity: 15kg
> Weight: 2.9kg
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A handle designed to lock across the main door to 
provide extra security & also double as a grab handle to 
get into your caravan comfortably. Available in two sizes.

400-03010  
FIAMMA SECURITY 31 HANDLE (WHITE)
Made with solid painted aluminium with 30mm diameter 
& 2mm thickness. Takes up little space when folded 
against the wall. Comes complete with key lock & safety 
release handle, installation brackets, screws & internal 
counterbrackets.

400-03020  
FIAMMA SECURITY 46 HANDLE (WHITE)
Has all the same features as the Security 31 Handle but 
with a longer handle extension.

400-03052  
FIAMMA SECURITY SAFE DOOR (WHITE)
Safety block for main door of caravans or motor homes. 
It works as an antitheft device as it is made of sturdy 
anodized aluminium without plastic parts. Easily installed 
with bolts & internal counterbrackets.  
Dimensions: 15W x 9H x 5D (cm)

400-03090  
FIAMMA DOOR HOLDER GREY
Prevents the door to your RV from swinging open/ closed 
when windy.

FIAMMA SECURITY HANDLES

The Camco RV Grab Handle is a simple, efficient way 
to make entering and exiting your RV safer. After the 
one-time, easy installation, the Camco RV Grab Handle 
provides a secure hand-hold on the left or right side of 
your RV door. When not in use, the Grab Handle easily 
lifts and rotates to lay flat against the side of the RV. The 
durable aluminum construction with UV resistant plastic 
brackets is built to last. Use the Camco RV Grab Handle to 
replace your old or broken grab handle, or to install on 
an RV that has never had a grab handle. All installation 
hardware is included.

> Provides a secure hold for entering and exiting your RV
> Easily installs to the side of any RV
> Ergonomic design provides solid, secure grip
> All installation hardware included
> Durable and weather resistant

Height: 72.9cm
Width: 37.6cm
Depth: 6.1cm

400-03030 
CAMCO 
FOLD AWAY 
GRAB 
HANDLE  
- BLACK

400-03032 
CAMCO 
FOLD AWAY 
GRAB 
HANDLE  
- WHITE

CAMCO RV GRAB HANDLES 
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Suitable for use on most brands of camper trailers, these 
Bed End Garages allow you to make use of otherwise 
wasted space. It keeps items such as the kid’s toys, BBQs, 
canoes and even the humble porta potti hidden! No 
drilling, screwing or stitching is required to create this 
PVC enclosure. Heavy duty Velcro connects the walls to 
the underside of your folded out bed end. Tent pegs are 
provided to secure the Bed End Garage to the ground and 
access can then be gained using the zipper. Available in 
white in two models – on-road and off-road.

400-04500   
CAMPER BED END GARAGE  
FOR ON-ROAD CAMPERS
Overall Dimensions: 4500L x 1400H (mm)

400-04510   
CAMPER BED END GARAGE  
FOR OFF-ROAD CAMPERS
Overall Dimensions: 4500L x 1650H (mm)

400-04800   
SPHERE EXTENDABLE TOWEL  
AND LAUNDRY RACK
Made from aluminium, the new Extendable Towel and 
Laundry Rack is great for use at home or in your RV. It’s 
simple to install too, just a couple of brackets and screws, 
and job done! When not in use the Extendable Towel and 
Laundry Rack can be removed from its mounting brackets 
and stored out of sight. Featuring eight, 80cm rods of 
hanging space, it’s the compact airing solution.

Specifications
Weight: 1.62Kg
Closed Dimensions: 84W x 11D x 21H (cm)
Open Dimensions: 84W x 64D x 21H (cm)

BED END GARAGES

400-05000   
FIAMMA STOW-ALL POCKET M
Made of scratch resistant plastic & is easy to install with 
the provided screws. Available in white only.

400-05004   
FIAMMA STOW-ALL POCKET L
Made of scratch resistant plastic & is easy to install with 
the provided screws. Available in white only.

400-05010   
FIAMMA STOW-ALL POCKET XL
A practical storage pocket that is easily installed onto 
doors or walls with screws provided. Made of scratch 
resistant ABS & is available in grey only.

400-04899   
MOUNTING BRACKETS TO SUIT SPHERE 
EXTENDABLE TOWEL AND LAUNDRY RACK
Enables the same Extendable Towel and Laundry rack to 
be hung in a second or third location.

FIAMMA STORAGE POCKETS
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400-05702   
TATKRAFT VACUUM SCREW KARL SOAP 
HOLDER WITH SUCTION CUP
Easy installation—no screws, no nails, no glue and no 
tools! The Vacuum Screw Karl Soap Holder is highly 
durable and its powerful vacuum seal can hold up to 8kg. 
> Antirust 4-layer chrome plated steel
> Natural polymer vacuum membrane
> Moisture and temperature resistant  

Specifications
Material:  Chrome 
plated steel, plastic
Size: 13cm x 12cm x 
9.5cm H

400-05708   
TATKRAFT MEGA LOCK RHOMBUS RACK 
WITH TWO SUCTION CUPS
Designed for non-porous, smooth, glass or tiled surface 
only. Easy installation—no screws, no nails, no glue, no 
tools! This diamond shaped rack is perfect for storing 
larger bathroom articles such as shampoo, moisturizer 
and deodorant.  The strong vacuum pressure created 
by the internal membrane holds twin toothbrush holder 
firmly in place.
> Holds up to 16kg
> Resistant to changes in temperature, moisture proof
> High durability of chrome plated coating, rustproof
> Can be reused many times and removed without  
 leaving residue
> Relocate easily with no surface damage

Specifications
Material: Chrome plated steel, plastic
Size: 30.5cm x 15.5cm x 10.5cm H

400-05704   
TATKRAFT MEGA LOCK TOILET PAPER 
ROLL HOLDER WITH COVER AND 
SUCTION CUP
Easy installation, no drilling, no screws! Designed to work 
on smooth, airtight surfaces the mega lock system uses a 
membrane made of natural polymer to create a powerful 
vacuum to fix the toilet paper roll holder securely in place. 
> Holds up to 16kg
> Resistant to changes in   
 temperature, moisture proof
> High durability of chrome   
 plated coating, rustproof

Specifications
Material: Chrome plated steel, 
plastic
Size: 13cm x 3cm x 9cm H

400-05700   
TATKRAFT MAGIC HOOK WITH  
SUCTION CUP
Secure and easy fixing on any smooth airtight surface: 
tile, glass, metal, plastic, mirror, etc.
> Max weight holding capacity 5kg
> No tools required for installation 
> Moisture and temperature   
 resistant 

Specifications
Material: Chrome plated plastic
Product Size: 5.5cm x 3.5cm x 8.8cm

400-05706   
TATKRAFT MEGA LOCK TWIN 
TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER WITH CUP AND 
SUCTION CUP
Designed for non-porous, smooth, glass or tiled surface 
only. Easy installation —no screws, no nails, no glue, no 
tools! The removable, plastic and unbreakable tumblers 
are great for storing small bathroom accessories like 
razors or toothbrushes. The strong vacuum pressure 
created by the internal membrane holds the twin 
toothbrush holder firmly in place.
> Holds up to 16kg
> Resistant to changes in temperature, moisture proof
> High durability of chrome plated coating, rustproof
> Can be reused many times and removed without  
 leaving residue
> Relocate easily with no surface damage

Specifications
Material: Chrome plated 
steel, plastic
Package Dimensions: 
17.6cm x 15cm x 9.8cm H

TATKRAFT ACCESSORIES
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400-05716   
TATKRAFT MEGA LOCK DOUBLE HOOK 
WITH SUCTION CUP
Easy installation, no drilling, no screws! Designed to work 
on smooth, airtight surfaces the mega lock system uses a 
membrane made of natural polymer to create a powerful 
vacuum to fix the Double Hook securely in place. 
> Holds up to 16kg
> Resistant to changes in temperature, moisture proof
> High durability of chrome plated coating, rustproof

Specifications 
Material: Chrome plated steel, plastic
Size: 11cm x 7.5cm x 12cm

400-05714   
TATKRAFT MEGA LOCK TOILET BRUSH 
WITH HOLDER AND SUCTION CUP
Easy installation, no drilling, no screws! Designed to work 
on smooth, airtight surfaces the mega lock system uses a 
membrane made of natural polymer to create a powerful 
vacuum to fix the Toilet Brush and Holder securely in place. 
> Holds up to 16kg
> Resistant to changes in temperature, moisture proof
> High durability of chrome plated coating, rustproof

Specifications
Material: Chrome plated steel, 
plastic
Size: 10.2cm x 11.5cm x 33cm H

400-05712   
TATKRAFT VACUUM SCREW CONRAD 
TWO SHELVES CORNER RACK WITH TWO 
SUCTION CUPS
Designed to work on smooth, airtight surfaces, the 
Conrad Two Shelf Corner Rack is easy to install and 
requires no screws, nails, glue or tools. Featuring two 
vacuum screws for added strength it mounts perfectly 
into any corner of your bathroom or can stand freely 
on a counter. The removable blue inserts stops smaller 
items falling through the rack and its dual shelves will 
accommodate numerous bathroom essentials. 
> Antirust 4-layer chrome plated steel
> Natural polymer vacuum membrane
> Moisture and temperature resistant  

Specifications
Material: Chrome plated steel, plastic
Size: 23cm x 17.5cm x 33.5cm H

400-05710   
TATKRAFT VACUUM SCREW KAISER 
CORNER RACK WITH TWO SUCTION CUPS
Designed to work on smooth, airtight surfaces, the Kaiser 
Corner Rack is easy to install and requires no screws, 
nails, glue or tools. Featuring two vacuum screws for 
added strength it mounts perfectly into any corner of 
your bathroom. The removable blue insert stops smaller 
items falling through the rack and its large size will 
accommodate various bathroom essentials. 
> Antirust 4-layer chrome plated steel
> Natural polymer vacuum membrane
> Moisture and temperature resistant  

Specifications
Material:  Chrome plated steel, plastic
Size: 30.5cm x 25cm x 8.5cm H
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3 2015 saw the introduction of a new era in RV protection 
in Australia and New Zealand, thanks to the American 
RV cover giant ADCO making their Designer Series 
covers exclusively available from Coast to Coast. Backed 
by a huge 3yr warranty, the ADCO Designer Series is 
available to suit Camper Trailers, Caravans, Pop Tops and 
Motorhomes. They’re designed for high sun exposure, high 
moisture, long term storage and even snow, making it the 
most durable cover on the market! It features superior UV 
stabilised and breathable fabric that blocks out 99.8% of 
the suns damaging UV rays. On the Caravan, Pop Top and 
Motorhome models, there are zippered panels along one 
side. These allow you access to the interior of your RV 
whilst the cover is on, and because of the eyelets on these 
panels, they can also double as an awning! 

Features

> Top panel is made of DuPontTM Tyvek® fabric which  
 beads water on contact. Some water may penetrate  
 the cover.
> Side panels are made of four layers of polypropylene  
 with a soft lining that won’t scratch your RV paintwork
> A cinching system with buckles prevent billowing fabric  
 on the front and rear
> The lining of the cover is reinforced on all corners to  
 protect against tears caused by sharp edges
> Air vents help to eliminate moisture build-up

ADCO CAMPER COVERS
Fits Camper Trailers up to 86” (2.18m) wide and 54” 
(1.37m) high.

ADCO CARAVAN COVERS
Fits Caravans up to 104” (2.64m) wide and 93” (2.36m) tall.

ADCO POP TOP COVERS
Fits Pop Tops up to 101” (2.57m) wide and 71” (1.80m) high

ADCO MOTORHOMES COVERS
Fits Motorhomes up to 104” (2.64m) wide and 93” (2.36m) tall

ADCO RV COVERS

Part Number Description

400-06100 10’ – 12’ (3.06 – 3.67m)

400-06102 12’ – 14’ (3.67 – 4.28m)

400-06104 14’ – 16’ (4.28 – 4.90m)

Part Number Description

400-06110 14’ – 16’ (4.28 – 4.90m)

400-06112 16’ – 18’ (4.90 – 5.51m)

400-06114 18’ – 20’ (5.51 – 6.12m)

400-06116 20’ – 22’ (6.12 – 6.73m)

400-06118 22’ – 24’ (6.73 – 7.34m)

400-06120 24’ – 26’ (7.34 – 7.92m)

Part Number Description

400-06122 12 – 14’ (3.67 – 4.28m)

400-06124 14’ – 16’ (4.28 – 4.90m)

400-06126 16’ – 18’ (4.90 – 5.51m)

400-06128 18’ – 20’ (5.51 – 6.12m)

Part Number Description

400-06130 20 – 23’ (6.12 – 7.01m)

400-06132 23’ – 26’ (7.01 – 7.92m)

400-06134 26’ – 29’ (7.92 – 8.84m)
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3 > Protect your vehicle’s tyres from blowouts
> Durable heavy-duty flannel backed vinyl repels liquid  
 and saves tyres from the sun’s damaging UV rays and  
 other environmental hazards
> Overlapping seams, double needle stitching and  
 reinforced grommets
> Eliminate premature cracking of sidewalls
> Bungee-ball fastening system eliminates loss to wind 
> Two Tyre Guards per box 

> Protects spare tyres from damage caused by UV rays  
 and other elements
> Prevents rubber from damage and cracking which can  
 cause popping and punctures
> Super heavy-duty vinyl construction
> Designed to look and feel like diamond plated steel
> Elasticized rear seam for a snug fit
> Bottom drainage to prevent moisture buildup
> UV and cold crack treatment

400-06200  
ADCO TYRE GUARD WHITE 30”- 32”

400-06202  
ADCO TYRE GUARD WHITE 27”- 29”

400-05100  
PREMIER ONE QUAD BRUSH HEAD
Brush head width: 26cm

400-05200 
PREMIER ONE NON FLOW POLE
Made from lightweight aluminium, the non-flow through 
pole extends up to 2.5m

400-05300 
PREMIER ONE FLOW THROUGH POLE
Made from lightweight aluminium, the flow-through pole 
extends up to 2.5m It also has an on/off feature built into 
the handle to limit water wastage.

450-06300  
ADCO TYRE COVER DIAMOND PLATE  
29 3/4”

450-06302
ADCO TYRE COVER DIAMOND PLATE 27”

450-06304
ADCO TYRE COVER DIAMOND PLATE  
25 1/2”

ADCO ULTRA TYRE GUARDS

ADCO TYRE COVER DIAMOND PLATE

If you’ve ever found giving your RV a good clean bit of a 
mission, Premier One have come up with a great, practical 
idea! Telescopic, industrial strength poles that have a 
screw-end to attach a brush head. The brush head has 
super soft, non-abrasive fibres on it... so you don’t have to 
worry about scratching the paint work on your RV.

There are two types of telescopic options available:
> A non-flow through pole, with a comfortable safety grip
> A flow through pole, with a comfortable safety grip. 

This one is particularly useful because you can attach hose 
to it, allowing water to flow through the pole and onto the 
brush head. There is also an “on/ off” switch at the end of 
the pole so that you’re able to minimise water wastage. 

These poles and brushes are great for use on your RV or 
around the home, cleaning those hard to reach windows 
is now a breeze. Also great for the marine, transport and 
manufacturing industries.

PREMIER ONE CLEANING PRODUCTS
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400-05310
PREMIER ONE FOAM GUN
The Premier One Foam Gun is designed to partner 
perfectly with Premier One Caravan Wash. Quickly cover 
your car, RV or trailer in a thick layer of clinging foam 
that effortlessly removes small build-ups of dust and dirt.
The enhanced Foam Gun benefits from a leak proof 
hose lock male connection that is a perfect fit for the 
general garden female hose lock connectors, a significant 
improvement over other foam guns.

Features
>  Exceptional chemical resistance to acidic or 

caustic cleaners
>  Accurately mixes and sprays foaming chemicals
>  Foam generating wand creates a thick, clinging foam
>  Fan spray deflector included for disinfectants, etc.
>  Durable polymer mixing head with stainless steel screws
>  Quick-set dial selects mixing ratio

400-05340
PREMIER ONE CARAVAN WASH 5L BOTTLE
Premium caravan wash, works in conjunction with the 
Premier One Foam Gun. This high foaming, PH neutral and 
environmentally formula is prefect for any dirty RV.

400-05350
CAMCO RV WASH PODS  - 6 PER PACK
Camco’s easy to use RV Wash Drop-Ins help wash 
away years of built up dirt and grime on your RV. One 
convenient, premeasured drop-in dissolves in 11.3 liters 
of water that can then be used to scrub away at your RV. 
The re-sealable bag of 6 drop-ins is more lightweight than 
most liquid or gel cleaners, making it easy to take with 
you on the road. Cleaner is biodegradable, fragrance-, 
phosphate- and SLS-free and contains no added dyes.

PREMIER ONE FOAM GUN AND 
CARAVAN WASH

TRAIL-A-MATE

450-00060  
TRAIL A MATE HYDRAULIC JOCKEY 
WHEEL AND JACK KIT
Specifically designed for use with a caravan chassis, 
the Trail A Mate provides a unique way of making the 
hitching and unhitching of your caravan or camper trailer 
very easy (no matter how low your caravan or camper 
trailer might be). By removing the pin, the wheel can be 
replaced by the base plate and an adjustable clamp, thus 
turning the jockey wheel into a jack. The kit includes: 
hydraulic jack on shaft, lifting clamp, jockey wheel, base 
plate with pin, lifting handle, bracket and bars, and a 
comprehensive instruction guide.

450-00062  
TRAIL A MATE SERVICE KIT
Assists with keeping your Trail A Mate performing as it 
should. Suitable for use on the Hydraulic Jockey Wheel 
and Jack Kit (part number 450-00060). Comes with 
instructions.

450-00070  
TRAIL A MATE SIDE 
WINDER
Has a winding/crank handle 
to raise or lower your RV. 
It easily fits onto most 
caravans and trailers (500kg 
only). It can also double as a 
jockey wheel and is suitable 
for RVs up to 16’ in length, 
(and that have a max GTM of 
1600Kg).




